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CONCEALING
PROFESSIONAL
APPLICATOR
Professional pump applicator for hair fibers

Professional spray applicator to apply keratin microfibres in a precise and simple way, 
perfectly masking thinning hair and baldness.

•  Apply the Kmax keratin microfibers in a precise and professional way

•  Avoid product waste

•  Compatible with Kmax Concealing Hair Fibers Economy, Regular and Try Me sizes

Kmax Concealing Professional Applicator is the innovative tool designed by Kmax to allow an 
even more precise and professional application of keratin microfibers.

It is a practical spray dispenser that helps to professionally apply the keratin microfibres so as 
to hide even the most noticeable thinning of hair. Thanks to its practicality, it is particularly 
suitable for the front line.

The Kmax professional applicator ensures an even more precise and natural final result. For an 
impeccable look, it is recommended to use it combined with Kmax Concealing Enhancer, the 
finishing hairline enhancer for keratin microfibers.

Fits Economy (32 grams), Regular (15 grams) and Try Me (5 grams) bottles of Kmax Concealing 
Hair Fibers.

The Kmax Concealing Professional Applicator can be purchased individually or as part of the 
"professional tool kit" which contains everything you need to start applying the Kmax keratin 
fibers in a precise and flawless way.
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SKU: KMX91B

1 Applicator
How to Use: Kmax Concealing Professional 
Applicator is compatible with 32, 15 and 5 
gram bottles of Kmax Concealing Hair Fibers. 
To make the best use of it, it is recommended 
to follow the following steps:

1. Open the package of the Kmax applicator;
2. Remove the first cap of the Kmax Hair 
Fibers package;
3. Now also remove the sprinkler cap;
4. Screw Kmax Professional Applicator;
5. Remove the small safety cap;
6. Orient the dispensing nozzle towards the 
affected area and start spraying as needed 
until the thinning hair is completely hidden.

You can also view the video tutorial that 
explains how to install the kmax professional 
pump on the bottles of keratin fibers.

To obtain a more precise and natural look, it is 
recommended to combine it with Kmax 
Concealing Enhancer, the hairline enhancer, 
and Kmax Concealing Fixing Spray, the fixing 
spray.
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